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Patriotic Gamble is a poltical thriller that tells of a presidential election process gone haywire.

Despite winning the popular vote in his reelection bid, certification in the Electoral College is

uncertain.Intense deal making and violence litter the political landscape, as chaos engulfs the

House of Representatives. Steve Wagner, Chief-of-Staff, confronts Cody Manville, rich power

broker who orchestrates a constitutional crisis.Wagner gambles to conceal a secret about the

president's health.Bizarre happenings electrify Inauguration Day. Wagner must choose between the

West Wing or reconciliation with his estranged wife.
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Reviewed by Anne B. for Readers Favorite.5 stars!Ã‚Â  '"Patriotic Gamble" by Ken Gorman is a tale

fraught with politics, intrigue, possible conspiracy, suspense and romance. The plot of this book

could be ripped from the headlines.... The dialog in this book is very realistic. During several scenes

I felt as if I was setting in on a meeting between the President, his Chief of Staff and an adviser.

"Patriotic Gamble" is an entertaining and fascinating story about the behind-the-scenes activity of a

Presidential Campaign. .... I will never look at a Presidential Campaign the same way again.'Kirkus

Reviews:'Patriotic Gamble delivers West Wing style action, full of breathless updates and sharp

twists.'

What if the presidential election process went haywire?Despite winning the popular vote in his

reelection bid, the President's certification in the Electoral College is uncertain. Intense deal-making,



and violence, litter the political landscape--from Washington State and Montana to Tennessee and,

of course, D.C., and state capitols in between. Cody Manville, rich political power broker, despises

Steve Wagner, the Chief-of-Staff, and orchestrates a constitutional crisis. Chaos engulfs the House

of Representatives. Wagner endures nerve-racking pressure and intimidation, and gambles to

conceal a secret about the President. Bizarre happenings electrify Inauguration Day. But who will

take Office? Will Wagner choose the West Wing or reconciliation with his estranged wife?"Patriotic

Gamble delivers West Wing style action, full of breathless updates and sharp twists." -- Kirkus

ReviewsKen Gorman and his wife live in Ponte Vedra Beach, Florida. They have four children and

nine grandchildren, residing in New Jersey and Alabama.Cover designed by Rocha Designs Inc.

Fast paced action,with a lot of insider views of Washington politics and intrigue. A real page turner,

that I could not put down till the outcome was clear.John Fallon

If Ken Gorman were to write a novel based on the installation of a washing machine, I would

probably buy it (the book, that it). Take Patriotic Gamble, Mr. Gorman's fourth novel, for example:

You suspect that the plot is going to conclude on an upbeat note, but you can't quite figure out how

it is going to get there until it does. The characters, while interesting, are uncomplicated to the

extent that the reader can identify with them without overly taxing the imagination. Timely, effective

references to important historical events led this American history buff to do further research in

those areas just for the heck of it. And Mr. Gorman, as always, makes efficient use of descriptive,

amusing one-liners, e.g., "If (the villain)had a dog he would have kicked the hell out of it."A prudent

investment of time and money.
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